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White-matter Volume Reduction and the Protective
Effect of Immunosuppressive Therapy in Systemic
Lupus Erythematosus Patients with Normal
Appearance by Conventional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging
JIAN XU, YUQI CHENG, PEI CHAI, ZHAOPING LU, HAIJUN LI, CHUNRONG LUO, XIZHI LI, LIN LI,
QIXIN ZHOU, BING CHEN, JUN CAO, XIUFENG XU, BAOCI SHAN, LIN XU, and JIANFAN WEN

ABSTRACT. Objective. The central nervous system (CNS) is often affected by systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE), but assessment of CNS outcomes using noninvasive cerebral structural measures remains in
its infancy. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with expert visual interpretation is critical to diag-
nosis, but does not permit quantitative measurements. Our pilot study investigated whether quanti-
tative brain volumetric analyses could be used to detect white-matter (WM) abnormalities and
responses to treatment in SLE (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00703742).
Methods. Forty-two pairs of SLE patients and healthy controls underwent high-resolution 3-dimen-
sional structural MRI scans. Combining voxel-based morphometry and region of interest analyses,
subtle WM volume abnormalities in whole brains from SLE patients were identified, and regional
WM volume was calculated. Associations between WM volume and symptom severity, as well as
the effects of immunosuppressive therapy, were then investigated.
Results. The WM volume of the SLE group was significantly decreased in the bilateral posterior and
anterior crus of the internal capsule (PIC and AIC, respectively), the subgyral right frontal lobe, and
left temporal lobe (p < 0.001). Regional WM volume (left PIC and right AIC) was correlated with
SLEDAI scores. The WM volume of patients treated with immunosuppressive therapy was greater
than that of patients who were never treated with immunosuppressive therapy.
Conclusion. Quantitative brain volumetric analyses detect brain injuries in WM for SLE that are not
obvious by conventional MRI, and may be adequately sensitive and quantitative to measure the
effect of therapeutic interventions in preventing brain injury and outcomes in SLE. (J Rheumatol
First Release March 15 2010; doi:10.3899/jrheum.090967)
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Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune dis-
ease involving almost all organ systems. Central nervous
system (CNS) involvement is typical during the course of
SLE1,2, and thus has attracted the attention of researchers.
Neuropsychiatric SLE (NPSLE) is one of the most common
manifestations of SLE and is often associated with a more
active disease and poorer outcomes3. Neuropsychiatric
symptoms vary from serious neurologic and psychiatric dis-
orders to more subtle signs and symptoms, such as mood
disorders and cognitive dysfunction4-6. CNS involvement
results in more complex and varied symptoms, compared
with other organs, implying the common but distinct
involvement of the brain in the pathophysiology of SLE.
However, sometimes it is difficult to carry out an early diag-
nosis of the NPSLE disease process using clinical signs, and
such a diagnosis is frequently presumptive7. If subclinical
involvement of brain structures could be identified before
the emergence of clear neuropsychiatric symptoms, earlier
intervention could be initiated, potentially preventing pro-
gressive brain injury.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is more sensitive and
accurate than computerized tomography and is widely used
to detect anatomic brain abnormalities, including cerebral
atrophy8-10. We investigated whether conventional MRI
could be enhanced with quantitative brain volumetry, using
combined voxel-based morphometry (VBM) methods and
region of interest (ROI) analysis in order to detect subtle
abnormalities of white matter (WM) in SLE that are not
obvious in conventional MRI. A second objective was to
explore the potential association between these quantitative
measures of WM abnormalities and clinical characteristics
such as symptom severity, and whether this quantitative
method might be sensitive to measure outcomes in terms of
response to immunosuppressive therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. SLE patients treated in the inpatient or outpatient facilities of the
Rheumatology and Immunology Department of the First Affiliated
Hospital of Kunming Medical College were recruited for study. All were
studied with a standardized protocol and followed by the same investigator
throughout this research.

The inclusion criteria were the following: (1) patients diagnosed as hav-
ing SLE by 4 or more criteria, according to the 1997 revised American
College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for the classification of SLE11; (2)
subjects between the ages of 18 and 45 years; and (3) subjects willing to
attend this study and give written consent.

The exclusion criteria included the following: (1) patients fulfilling
the ACR criteria for rheumatoid arthritis, systemic sclerosis, Sjögren
syndrome (primary or secondary), or other connective tissue diseases
and drug-induced SLE; (2) patients with organic brain or neurological
disorders that would disturb the structure or diffusion imaging of the
brain (i.e., history of head trauma, Parkinson’s disease, or seizures); (3)
patients with major CNS manifestation, such as obvious disorganized
behavior, psychiatric disorder, or conscious disturbance; (4) patients
with a substance use history; (5) patients who are pregnant or have any
physical illness, as assessed by personal history; (6) patients unable to
undergo MRI, or patients with claustrophobia or a pacemaker; and (7)
patients with serious clinical conditions that could influence cerebral

atrophy, such as a history of arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus,
stroke, or renal insufficiency.

Sixty-one patients diagnosed with SLE were interviewed. However,
after intensive collection of personal histories of physical disease, complete
physical examinations, and laboratory tests, only 49 patients matched the
study criteria and were recruited. Of the 12 patients that were excluded, 2
had a history of brain infarction, one a history of heart surgery, one had a
pacemaker, and 8 were found to have other connective tissue diseases (5
Sjögren syndrome, 2 rheumatoid arthritis, 1 polymyositis). The remaining
49 patients received further investigations including additional laboratory
tests (thyroid and renal function tests, etc.), disease activity scales, ques-
tionnaires, and an MRI scan. After recruitment, another 3 patients were
excluded; 2 had abnormal thyroid function and one was found to have high
systolic blood pressure of 140 mm Hg on the day of MRI scans. These 3
were also excluded. Finally, 46 SLE patients were entered into the study
and underwent MRI scans.

Forty-five healthy controls (HC) matched for sex and age with individ-
ual members of the study groups, were also recruited. To decrease the dis-
parity between groups, HC were matched one to one with a study partici-
pant, according to the demographic data. A complete general physical
examination, with attention to neurological examination, was applied to all
HC by an experienced rheumatologist and neurologist, respectively, in
order to exclude major disorders and especially neurological problems.
Psychiatric symptoms were screened by an experienced psychiatrist using
the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, Non-Patient Version (SCID-
NP). All participants were Chinese Han people and right-handed.

Prior to entry into the study, each participant provided written informed
consent after receiving a complete description of the study. This research
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kunming Medical
College, Yunnan Province, China (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00703742).
Scales and clinical features of SLE patients. Data on sex and age at disease
onset and disease duration were collected for each patient. Disease duration
was defined as the period from the initial manifestation that was clearly
attributable to SLE until the day of MRI scanning. All clinical manifesta-
tions and laboratory test findings were recorded according to the ACR cri-
teria11. Disease activity was measured by the SLE Disease Activity Index
(SLEDAI), and cumulative SLE-related damage was determined by the
Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics/ACR Damage Index
for SLE (SLICC/ACR-DI)12 in all patients at the time of the MRI. Active
disease was determined when SLEDAI scores were > 813.

Data on the total dose of corticosteroids (COR) and immunosuppres-
sors used between the time of drug initiation and the study date were col-
lected by patient interview. The cumulative dose of the immunosuppressor
used was calculated by summing the daily dosages and multiplying by the
days of treatment. Total doses of oral and intravenous COR were calculat-
ed by converting to equivalent doses of prednisone.

A complete neurological examination was applied to all patients in
order to exclude major neurological problem, such as stroke and seizures.
Obvious disorganized behavior and psychiatric symptoms, such as illusion
and delusion, might imply possible serious involvement of the brain.
Therefore, patients with these symptoms were also excluded. Mood disor-
ders and cognitive disorders were not excluded because they are tradition-
ally thought of as minor functional disorders of the brain and might have
different pathologies from other prominent CNS diseases5. Depressive
symptoms were assessed with the 17-item Hamilton Depression Scale
(HAMD)14; scores ≥ 17 were considered as depression. Anxiety was eval-
uated through the Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA)15; scores ≥ 14 were
considered as anxiety. Other psychiatric symptoms were screened by an
experienced psychiatrist via the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
(SCID). The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)16 was used to screen
for cognitive impairment. Scores ≤ 24 were considered as indicating obvi-
ous cognitive impairment. All participants were right-handed, as assessed
by the Edinburgh Handed Inventory17. All scales were evaluated on MRI
examination days by an experienced psychiatrist.
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Image acquisition. All image acquisitions were performed by one experi-
enced neuroradiologist. MRI sequences were performed on all subjects with
a 1.5-T clinical GE MRI scanner (Twinspeed; GE, Milwaukee, WI, USA)
equipped with a birdcage head coil. Restraining pads were used to minimize
head motion. A rapid sagittal localizer scan was acquired to confirm align-
ment. Normal T1 and T2 MRI scans were taken to exclude obvious struc-
tural abnormalities. A set of 3-dimensional volumetric structural MRI scans
were taken on each subject using a fast spoiled-gradient echo sequence
(FSPGR) with the following settings: TR/TE 10.5/2 ms, matrix size 256 ×
256, thickness 1.8 mm with no interslice gap, field of view 240 mm, flip
angle 90°, and scan time 14 min 06 s. The whole-brain data were acquired
in axial planes parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure
line, including 172 continuous slices that were 0.9 mm in thickness.
Data preprocessing and VBM statistical analysis. Dicom image data were
processed using MRIcro software (version 1.40; http://www.mricro.com).
All data were analyzed via statistical parametric mapping (SPM2;
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK;
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/) software based on Matlab 7.1 (The
MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, USA). Each individual image was normal-
ized and transformed into the standardized Montreal Neurological Institute
template, then resampled at the 2 × 2 × 2 mm dimensional scale.
Normalized images were then segmented into gray matter (GM), white
matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid. Separated WM images were
smoothed to remove noise at 12 mm of the half-width at half-maximum.
The smoothed WM images were submitted to VBM analysis using in-built
SPM2 procedures. Comparisons of WM volumes between the 2 groups
were made by 2-group t tests. The result was set as statistically significant
at a lower threshold of voxel-wise uncorrected p < 0.001, with 10 continu-
ous voxels.
Mean value analysis of WM volume for ROI in significantly different clus-
ters. The advantage of the VBM method is that it can detect an abnormal
volume of the whole brain. However, identifying the relationship between
disease characteristics and volume loss is difficult with this method.
Therefore, we combined VBM and ROI methods to clarify the relationship
between WM volume loss and disease characteristics. Initially, we used the
significant clusters identified through VBM as the ROI. These ROI were
then made into masks to calculate regional WM volume. Finally, using the
normalized WM images from each participant, the mean WM volume for
each ROI was retrieved. With these methods, we were able to obtain more
precise and objective ROI, avoiding the individual variability that is inher-
ent to manually derived ROI. Two-sample t tests were then performed to
analyze differences in mean WM volume for each ROI between the 2
groups, using version 13.0 of the Statistical Software Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Correlation and partial correlation
methods were used to analyze the correlation between disease characteris-
tics and the WM volume of clusters. Covariance analysis was performed to
detect the effect of different therapies on WM volume, when age and
SLEDAI score were controlled. Finally, we used 2-sample t tests to deter-
mine if there were any differences in WM volume between patients with
cognitive/depressive/anxiety symptoms and patients without these
symptoms.

RESULTS
Demographic data. Of the 46 SLE patients to receive MRI
scans, 4 were excluded due to structural abnormities of the
brain, identified by common T1 and T2 weighted MRI (1
local infarction, 2 ischemia, 1 for a WM hyperintense signal
near the caudate nucleus). Data from the remaining 42
patients were included in this study. Three subjects from the
HC group were also excluded due to local ischemia. In all,
42 subjects were included from each of the SLE and HC
groups.

Both groups included 36 women and 6 men. The mean
age was 29.48 years (SD 7.35, range 18–43 yrs) for SLE
patients and 29.79 years (SD 6.95, range 18–45) for HC.
There were no significant differences in age or sex between
these 2 groups (Table 1).
Clinical, laboratory, and treatment features. Disease dura-
tion in SLE patients ranged from 0.5 to 72 months (mean
21.37, SD 21.18 mo). Fifteen patients were diagnosed as
having newly diagnosed SLE and 20 patients had disease
durations that were not more than 12 months. The other 22
patients had disease durations of 13–72 months. According
to the SLEDAI score, 19 of 42 (45.24%) patients were in an
active stage of lupus at the time of MRI scans, with a mean
SLEDAI score of 14.26 (n = 19, SD 4.48, range 9–26). The
mean SLEDAI score for inactive patients was 4.30 (n = 23,
SD 3.04, range 0–8). Of the 42 SLE patients, 10 were posi-
tive for antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) and 15 were
found to have obvious cognitive deficit. Seventeen patients
had depression and 13 had anxiety (Table 1). According to
the SLICC, 4 patients had a score of 1 (2 cases had protein-
uria > 3.5 g/24 h and 2 had cutaneous small-vessel vasculi-
tis in a terminal finger or minor tissue loss). The remaining
38 patients were without serious organic impairment; their
SLICC score was 0. The mean SLICC score for all patients
was 0.143 (SD 0.354, range 0–1). Of the 42 patients, 25
were treated with immunosuppressors [cyclophosphamide
(CTX), hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), or both]. Another 17
patients were never treated with immunosuppressors.
WM volume differences between SLE and HC groups. With
the VBM analyses, several WM regions in the SLE group
were found to have significantly decreased volumes, com-
pared with the HC group (p < 0.001, uncorrected; cluster
size > 10 voxels). In the SLE group, clusters having
decreased WM volumes were found bilaterally in the poste-
rior crus of the internal capsule (PIC), the anterior crus of
the internal capsule (AIC), the subgyral postcentral gyrus in
the right frontal lobe, and the left parahippocampal gyrus in
the temporal lobe. Clusters with decreased WM volumes in
the bilateral internal capsule were very close to the thala-
mus, midbrain, and subthalamus (Table 2, Figure 1). No
areas having an increased WM volume were found in the
patient group, compared with the HC group.

The WM volume of the whole brain and 6 ROI (6 signif-
icant clusters obtained by SPM2 results, Table 2, Figure 1)
were then compared between SLE patients and HC. The
WM volumes for 6 ROI were significantly decreased in the
SLE group, compared with the HC group (Figure 2). WM
volumes of patients with short (≤ 12 months, n = 20, 47.6%)
or long (> 12 months, n = 22, 52.4%) disease duration were
also compared. There was no significant difference in WM
volume among all 6 regions between the short and long
duration groups (p > 0.05; Table 3).
Association between WM volume and symptomatic severity.
We then attempted to identify the relationship between WM
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volume loss and disease characteristics. In all 42 patients,
negative correlations were found between the total SLEDAI
score and regional WM volume for the right AIC (RAIC;
Figure 3A) and left PIC (LPIC; Figure 3B). Considering the
possible influence of age on WM, we carried out a partial

correlation, using age as a control variable, to assess the cor-
relation between severity and WM volume. The results
demonstrated that the negative correlations between the
total SLEDAI score and regional WM volume for the RAIC
and LPIC still existed (r = –0.431, p = 0.005 for RAIC; and
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of SLE patients and healthy controls.

Characteristic SLE, n = 42 Controls, n = 42 t p

Age, yrs, mean ± SD 29.48 ± 7.35 29.79 ± 6.95 0.198 0.843
Female/male 36/6 36/6 — —
Onset age, yrs, mean ± SD 27.5 ± 7.39 NA
Disease duration, mo, mean ± SD 21.37 ± 21.18 NA
SLEDAI, mean ± SD 8.81 ± 6.24 NA
MMSE, mean ± SD 26.26 ± 2.79 28.69 ± 1.16 5.217 0.000
HAMD, mean ± SD 8.36 ± 5.98 2.12 ± 1.98 –6.416 0.000
HAMA, mean ± SD 7.71 ± 5.89 2.19 ± 2.22 –5.683 0.000
Manifestation, n (%)

Depression (HAMD > 17) 17 (40.48)
Anxiety (HAMA > 14) 13 (30.95)
Cognitive deficit (MMSE < 25) 15 (35.71)
Psychosis 0 (0)
Neurological sign 0 (0)
aPL 10 (23.81)
Anti-Sm antibody 18 (42.86)
Anti-dsDNA antibody 29 (69.05)
Malar rash 24 (57.14)
Discoid rash 8 (19.05)
Photosensitivity 18 (42.86)
Oral ulcers 21 (50.00)
Renal disorder 29 (69.05)
Nonerosive arthritis 35 (83.33)
Pleuritis or pericarditis 6 (14.29)
Hematologic disorder 34 (80.95)
Positive antinuclear antibody 42 (100)

SLEDAI: SLE disease activity index; aPL: antiphospholipid antibodies; NA: not applicable; MMSE: Mini
Mental State Examination; HAMD: Hamilton Depression Scale; HAMA: Hamilton Anxiety Scale.

Table 2. Clusters of significant decreased white-matter (WM) volume in 42 patients with SLE.

Anatomical Region Peak p* Cluster MNI Coordinates
Side Z Score Size x y z

(voxel)

Posterior crus of internal capsule Rc 4.32 0.000 206 18 –14 18
(WM near thalamus / brainstem / 24 –8 22
subthalamic nucleus 26 4 20

Lb 4.50 0.000 331 –20 –20 8
–24 –20 16
–24 –2 20

Anterior crus of internal capsule Re 4.19 0.000 23 22 16 8
(WM near putamen / lentiform nucleus)

Ld 4.73 0.000 29 –30 12 12
Frontal Lobe Rf 3.55 0.000 14 20 –22 48

(Subgyral, postcentral gyrus)
Temporal lobe La 3.48 0.000 12 –36 –16 –8

(Subgyral, parahippocampal gyrus)

Threshold was set at p < 0.001 (SPM random effects analysis; * uncorrected); cluster size ≥ 10 voxels, Z scores
are expressed as the maximal statistical significance in each region (Max Z). Letters “a” to “f” represent corre-
sponding regions marked in Figure 1. MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute.
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r = –0.329, p = 0.036 for LPIC). Consistent with these cor-
relation results, the WM volumes of the RAIC and LPIC

were decreased in patients that were in an active disease
stage, compared to patients in an inactive stage (Figure 3C).
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Figure 1. Clusters with significant difference of WM volume in SLE patients and healthy con-
trols. Rows 1, 2, and 3 display the significant clusters on a normal T1 template at the axial
plane; rows 4 and 5 display the coronal plane. L: left brain; R: right brain; a: left temporal
lobe; b: left posterior crus of internal capsule; c: right posterior crus of internal capsule; d: left
anterior crus of internal capsule; e: right anterior crus of internal capsule; f: right frontal lobe.
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Among all 42 patients, 10 patients were aPL-positive
(23.8%). WM volumes of 6 clusters between aPL-positive
and aPL-negative patients were compared. We found no sig-
nificant difference in the WM volume of 6 clusters between
the 2 patient groups.
WM volume differences of patients receiving different thera-
pies. The possible effect of therapy on brain structure was
then considered by comparing the mean WM volume of
patients receiving different treatments. According to treat-
ment, 42 patients were divided into 2 groups, one treated
with immunosuppressors (HCQ, CTX, or both), and anoth-
er group never treated with immunosuppressors. Patients
who had been treated with immunosuppressors had greater
whole-brain WM and bilateral internal capsule volumes
than patients that were never treated with immunosuppres-
sors (Figure 4).

We then investigated the exact effects of the different
therapies. Among all 42 patients, 7 were untreated, 10
received corticosteroids (COR) only, 10 received COR plus
CTX (COR + CTX), 14 COR plus HCQ (COR + HCQ), and
one patient received COR, CTX and HCQ. This last patient
was excluded, as the classification was difficult. Thus, the
41 patients were divided into 4 groups to further discrimi-
nate the effect of the different therapies on WM volume. The
4 groups were: untreated (NT), COR, COR + CTX, and
COR + HCQ. Considering the possible influence of age and
severity of SLE on WM volume, we used age and SLEDAI
score as control factors to perform the covariance analysis.
The results showed that the intergroup difference in WM
volume of the whole brain and LPIC was significant
(between-group p = 0.001 for whole brain and p = 0.028 for
LPIC; Table 4). The results of a pairwise-group comparison
showed that untreated patients had the lowest whole-brain
WM volumes. COR + CTX and COR + HCQ treated
patients had significantly greater WM volumes, compared
with untreated patients (Figure 5). In addition, the WM vol-
umes of COR + CTX and COR + HCQ treated patients were
greater than those of the COR treated group. There was no
significant difference in WM volume between COR + CTX
treated and COR + HCQ treated groups. The WM volume
difference between the untreated and COR treated groups
also was not significant. In addition, when the SLEDAI
score was controlled, partial correlation analyses showed
there were no significant correlations between the total COR
dose and the WM volume (Table 5).
WM volume of patients with cognitive impairment or mood
disorder. There were significantly lower mean scores on the
MMSE but higher mean scores of the HAMD and HAMA
scales for the SLE group compared with the HC group
(Table 1). In all 42 patients, 15 had obvious cognitive
impairment, with MMSE scores ≤ 24. However, the WM
volumes of patients with or without obvious cognitive
impairment showed no significant differences (2-sample t
test, Table 6). Similarly, there was no significant difference
in WM volumes between patients with and those without
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Figure 2. Differences of WM volume between SLE patients and healthy
controls (HC) in the whole brain and 6 regions. WM volume of SLE
patients was lower than controls in the bilateral internal capsule, left tem-
poral lobe, and right frontal lobe. LAIC: left anterior crus of internal cap-
sule; RAIC: right anterior crus of internal capsule; LPIC: left posterior crus
of internal capsule; RPIC: right posterior crus of internal capsule; LTEM:
left temporal lobe, RFRO: right frontal lobe. ** p < 0.01.

Table 3. White-matter volume difference between patients with different duration of disease.

Brain Region Duration ≤ 12 Duration > 12 t p
mo mo

(n = 20, mean ± SD) (n = 22, mean ± SD)

Whole brain 95.40 ± 4.107 96.24 ± 4.01 –0.669 0.508
LAIC 142.25 ± 20.54 153.46 ± 19.89 –1.796 0.080
RAIC 138.60 ± 15.74 149.50 ± 20.38 –1.926 0.061
LPIC 192.36 ± 13.02 197.82 ± 10.46 –1.052 0.141
RPIC 200.68 ± 13.70 202.99 ± 17.25 –0.476 0.637
LTEM 148.72 ± 21.00 144.97 ± 32.41 0.441 0.662
RFRO 215.68 ± 18.89 214.20 ± 16.56 0.270 0.789

LAIC: left anterior crus of internal capsule; RAIC: right anterior crus of internal capsule; LPIC: left posterior
crus of internal capsule; RPIC: right posterior crus of internal capsule; LTEM: left temporal lobe; RFRO: right
frontal lobe.
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obvious depression/anxiety (2-sample t test, Tables 7 and 8).
When age and SLEDAI score were controlled, there were no
significant correlations between WM volume and MMSE,
HAMD, and HAMA scores (Table 9).

DISCUSSION
Brain atrophy has long been reported in SLE using neu-
roimaging techniques9. Patients with CNS symptoms seem
to have more significantly reduced corpus callosum and
cerebral volumes compared with SLE patients without CNS
symptoms18. Brain atrophy and white matter hyperintense
lesions often correlate with clinical manifestations, even in
patients without clear CNS signs and symptoms19.
However, although MRI is considered a good method for
evaluation of CNS manifestations in SLE, conventional or
anatomical MRI findings are often nonspecific or negative20

in patients with or without NPSLE. Many patients with only
mood or cognitive disorders have been identified as normal
according to conventional MRI. There has been evidence

that abnormal WM microstructures may be found in
non-NPSLE patients or patients with apparently normal
brain structure21. Subclinical CNS involvement was also
reported in juvenile SLE22. It is thus possible that
microstructural abnormalities may occur even before obvi-
ous clinical manifestations appear. Although important for
the clinical evaluation, the discrimination of mild structural
abnormalities in these patients is difficult. Recently, new
techniques and analytical methods for MRI, such as VBM
methods, have been used to objectively localize focal gray
or white-matter volume changes throughout the brain23-25.
Using VBM methods, mild brain structural abnormalities
have been reported in SLE patients26. In a VBM study, the
significant loss of brain tissue volume was reported to be
associated with disease duration, corticosteroid use, pres-
ence of aPL, and cognitive impairment in SLE27.

In our study, a clear reduction of WM volume was found
in patients with SLE, despite identification as normal by
conventional MRI. Patients in our study were without major

7Xu, et al: WM reduction in SLE
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Figure 3. Correlation between WM volume of right/left anterior crus of
internal capsule (RAIC/LPIC) and severity and activity of disease. WM
volume of RAIC (panel A) and left posterior crus of internal capsule
(LPIC; B) were negatively correlated with patients’ SLEDAI score. C. WM
volumes of patients with active disease were lower than patients with inac-
tive disease in the RAIC and LPIC. **p < 0.01.
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CNS manifestations or disease, although the WM volume
loss implied that brain damage had emerged even before
clear clinical neurological symptoms presented. Consistent
with previous magnetic resonance spectroscopy studies,
these results confirmed that the abnormal microstructural
changes may occur before the appearance of any clear CNS
symptoms and conventional imaging signs21. These results
indicate that greater attention must be paid to the involve-
ment of CNS in SLE. On the other hand, many SLE patients
in this study were newly diagnosed or had relatively short
disease duration (< 12 months) and the WM volume reduc-
tions were almost the same between the patients with short

and those with long disease duration, indicating the brain
damage early in the disease course. These findings were
consistent with previous reports and suggested that the brain
might be affected extremely early in the course of SLE, even
before the clinical diagnosis of SLE was made28. Studies
suggest that patients with neuropsychiatric symptoms
caused by active CNS-SLE can be differentiated from
patients with the same symptoms caused by residual disease
through quantitative MRI techniques9. Thus, our findings
also highlight the value of quantitative volumetric MRI in
detecting minor WM volume reductions. This may aid in
predicting NPSLE and identifying cumulative injuries of
SLE.

Regions with significant WM volume reduction were
found in several brain areas, including the PIC and AIC, in
our patient group. These regions are adjacent to the thala-
mus, midbrain, and subthalamus. Moreover, WM in these
regions connects the cortex with the thalamus and midbrain.
As is commonly known, thalamus and basal ganglia play
critical roles in regulating the processing of motion, percep-
tion, emotion, and memory29. In addition, many neurotrans-
mitters, including serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine,
are synthesized in midbrain nuclei30. These neurotransmit-
ters play important roles in regulating emotional and cogni-
tive functions via the widely distributed fiber projections
that innervate nearly the entire brain. Neurohormones origi-
nating from subthalamic nuclei can regulate hormone secre-
tion for the entire body. A WM deficit in these areas may
induce severe dysfunctions in neurotransmission and neu-
rosecretion. WM volume loss in these areas may account for
the extensive but varied neuropsychiatric manifestations and
endocrine secretion dysfunctions in SLE. In our study, the
WM volume of the LPIC and RAIC were negatively corre-
lated with SLEDAI scores. Patients in active-stage SLE had
a greater decrease in WM volume in these 2 regions, com-
pared with patients in an inactive stage. The negative asso-
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Figure 4. WM volume difference between patients who received immuno-
suppressor therapy and those who did not. Patients treated with immuno-
suppressor had higher WM volumes of whole brain and bilateral internal
capsule. LAIC: left anterior crus of internal capsule; RAIC: right anterior
crus of internal capsule; LPIC: left posterior crus of internal capsule;
RPIC: right posterior crus of internal capsule; LTEM: left temporal lobe,
RFRO: right frontal lobe. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.

Table 4. ANCOVA results of the white-matter (WM) volume of patients who received different medications; age and SLEDAI score controlled as covariants.

Brain Region WM Volume of Different Treatments Between- p Pairwise Group Comparison*
group

NT COR COR + CTX COR + HCQ p NT NT vs NTvs COR vs COR vs COR + CTX
(mean ± SD, (mean ± SD, (mean ± SD, (mean ± SD, vs Cor COR + COR + COR + COR + vs COR +

n = 7) n = 10) n = 9) n = 15) CTX HCQ CTX HCQ HCQ

Whole 91.80 ± 4.60 93.88 ± 2.47 98.86 ± 3.89 96.96 ± 2.51 0.001 0.294 0.000 0.008 0.002 0.039 0.150
brain

LAIC 132.88 ± 17.28 145.34 ± 20.52 148.20 ± 22.83 158.97 ± 16.83 0.074 0.183 0.111 0.011 0.733 0.116 0.242
RAIC 134.26 ± 24.72 138.20 ± 17.67 150.24 ± 17.67 148.84 ± 16.65 0.495 0.842 0.295 0.532 0.162 0.317 0.591
LPIC 186.58 ± 15.84 188.63 ± 12.01 198.90 ± 6.81 201.44 ± 8.64 0.028 0.937 0.086 0.026 0.064 0.010 0.546
RPIC 189.81 ± 25.20 198.14 ± 12.33 204.63 ± 10.22 207.70 ± 11.96 0.225 0.454 0.124 0.064 0.350 0.171 0.735
LTEP 133.71 ± 29.56 142.33 ± 25.95 164.66 ± 17.23 154.87 ± 30.13 0.185 0.537 0.042 0.278 0.098 0.566 0.219
RFRO 208.74 ± 12.14 208.44 ± 22.18 223.17 ± 15.59 216.74 ± 16.76 0.253 0.915 0.152 0.184 0.132 0.138 0.861

* Represents comparison between 2 groups. Medication group: COR: corticosteroid; COR + CTX: corticosteroid plus cyclophosphamide; COR + HCQ: cor-
ticosteroid plus hydroxychloroquine. LAIC: left anterior crus of internal capsule; RAIC: right anterior crus of internal capsule; LPIC: left posterior crus of
internal capsule; RPIC: right posterior crus of internal capsule; LTEM: left temporal lobe; RFRO: right frontal lobe. NT: patients not treated.
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ciation between symptom activity and abnormal WM vol-
ume reflects the parallel damage of SLE and WM deficits.
One possible explanation for these results is significant vas-
culopathy in the active stage. Therefore, it is possible to pre-
dict the potential NPSLE in the disease process via imaging

technology. WM volume loss may become an indicator for
the disease activity.

The temporal and frontal lobe also showed reduced WM
volumes in this study, particularly for WM near the post-
central gyrus and parahippocampal gyrus. These 2 areas are
generally thought to relate closely to memory and cognitive
and execution functions. Mood disorders and cognitive
symptoms, including memory deficit, are common in
SLE31-33. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy research has
revealed that changes in neurometabolic measurements in
cerebral WM may be related to the subtle cognitive impair-
ment in SLE, even in the absence of neuropsychiatric symp-
toms21. The significantly lower MMSE scores but higher
HAMD and HAMA scores for the SLE group might imply
the general cognitive impairment and mood disorder in SLE.
Regions with WM deficits identified in our study may
become the pathological foundation for widespread cogni-
tive and mood disorders in patients with SLE. As we could
find no direct correlations between regional WM volume
and severity of cognitive impairment (depression/anxiety),
it seems possible that the relationship between reduction of
WM volume and cognitive impairment/mood disorder
might be nonlinear. These symptoms might emerge once
there was sufficient reduction of WM volume.

It remains unclear whether the neuropsychiatric signs
and symptoms of SLE are secondary manifestations of
widespread organ dysfunction or if the CNS is a primary tar-
get organ of autoimmune dysfunction in lupus. Because the
major pathological abnormality in lupus is nephritis, some
studies suggest that the neurological manifestations are
actually a secondary consequence of uremia or inflammato-
ry changes, as well as the increased permeability of the
blood-brain barrier34. However, other evidence supports pri-
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Figure 5. WM volume differences between patients who received different
therapies. When age and SLEDAI scores were controlled as covariants,
WM volumes of whole brain of untreated patients were significantly lower
than those of patients treated with corticosteroid plus cyclophos-
phamide/hydroxychloroquine (COR + CTX/HCQ). WM volumes of
patients treated with COR only were lower than those of patients treated
with COR + CTX/HCQ. But there were no significant differences of WM
volume between untreated patients and COR-treated patients. There were
no significant differences of WM volume between patients treated with
COR + CTX and with COR + HCQ. NT: untreated patients. *p < 0.05, **
p < 0.01.

Table 5. Partial correlation between total dose of corticosteroids and white-matter volume.

Whole Brain LAIC RAIC LPIC RPIC LTEM RFRO

r 0.231 0.136 –0.080 0.236 –0.046 –0.046 0.175
p 0.147 0.397 0.618 0.137 0.776 0.774 0.175

Abbreviations as in Table 4.

Table 6. White-matter volume difference between patients with and without obvious cognitive impairment.

Brain Region Without Cognitive With Cognitive t p
Impairment Impairment

(n = 27, mean ± SD) (n = 15, mean ± SD)

Whole brain 95.65 ± 3.57 96.19 ± 4.86 –0.415 0.680
LAIC 150.12 ± 22.08 144.52 ± 18.25 0.835 0.408
RAIC 143.18 ± 20.09 146.35 ± 17.08 –0.516 0.609
LPIC 196.94 ± 11.40 192.12 ± 12.62 1.265 0.213
RPIC 201.59 ± 17.60 202.42 ± 11.35 –0.164 0.870
LTEM 143.56 ± 27.76 152.49 ± 26.44 –1.016 0.316
RFRO 214.84 ± 19.05 215.02 ± 14.95 –0.032 0.975

Abbreviations as in Table 4.
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mary CNS involvement in lupus34-36 and brain abnormali-
ties can be found even in patients with newly diagnosed
SLE28. Although neuronal apoptosis and loss of brain vol-
ume may both be included in the neuropathology of SLE37,
abnormal behavior may clearly be seen before visible patho-
logical changes are clinically identified. It has been report-
ed that the mood and cognitive deficits prevalent in lupus
patients may not reliably correlate with measurements of
active disease and disease involvement of other organs or
systems38. Animal studies have shown that lupus mice
develop depression and CNS dysfunction very early in the
disease course, in the absence of substantial pathology
involving other target organs34. These results suggest that
the brain involvement in SLE might be independent of the
disease in other organs and may occur during early stages of
the disease. This possibility strengthens the importance of
identifying structural abnormalities as early as possible, to

facilitate early intervention and improve treatment outcome.
Owing to the gradual pathological development of brain
atrophy, it remains possible that even SLE patients having
apparently normal MRI results may have mild structural
atrophy.

We also observed that patients treated with immunosup-
pressors tended to have increased mean whole-brain WM
volumes, compared with patients who were never treated
with immunosuppressors. This finding suggests a protective
role of immunosuppressors in preventing WM atrophy.
Several studies support using CTX in the treatment of
NPSLE39. The potential neuroprotective effect of CTX has
been identified in SLE40 and other white-matter demyelinat-
ing diseases, such as antiphospholipid syndrome41 and
experimental autoimmune gray-matter disease42. A possible
mechanism for the neuroprotective effect of immunosup-
pressors may be reduced demyelination due to vasculitis.
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Table 7. White-matter volume difference between patients with and without depression.

Brain Region Without Depression With Depression t p
(n = 25, mean ± SD) (n = 17, mean ± SD)

Whole brain 96.13 ± 4.05 95.41 ± 4.08 0.565 0.575
LAIC 149.03 ± 21.11 21.11 ± 20.75 0.339 0.737
RAIC 145.85 ± 20.89 142.05 ± 15.94 0.634 0.530
LPIC 195.37 ± 10.87 195.00 ± 13.68 0.098 0.922
RPIC 201.40 ± 16.84 202.61 ± 13.80 –0.247 0.807
LTEM 95.65 ± 3.57 142.04 ± 26.78 0.920 0.363
RFRO 217.37 ± 19.61 211.26 ± 13.59 1.113 0.272

Abbreviations as in Table 4.

Table 8. White-matter volume difference between patients with and without anxiety.

Brain Region Without Anxiety With Anxiety t p
(n = 29, mean ± SD) (n = 13, mean ± SD)

Whole brain 96.04 ± 4.13 95.40 ± 3.90 0.469 0.641
LAIC 150.91 ± 20.74 141.91 ± 20.14 1.311 0.197
RAIC 145.05 ± 20.28 142.66 ± 16.12 0.374 0.710
LPIC 195.38 ± 11.37 194.86 ± 13.56 0.128 0.899
RPIC 202.17 ± 15.77 201.27 ± 15.54 0.171 0.865
LTEM 150.39 ± 26.32 138.64 ± 28.81 1.300 1.300
RFRO 216.98 ± 18.55 210.26 ± 14.50 1.156 0.255

Abbreviations as in Table 4.

Table 9. Partial correlation between score of scales and white-matter volume.

Whole Brain LAIC RAIC LPIC RPIC LTEM RFRO

MMSE r –0.027 0.231 0.051 0.203 0.023 –0.059 0.019
p 0.868 0.151 0.756 0.210 0.887 0.718 0.905

HAMD r –0.111 –0.080 –0.039 0.016 0.023 –0.078 –0.142
p 0.493 0.624 0.810 0.920 0.888 0.634 0.383

HAMA r –0.193 –0.138 –0.187 –0.031 –0.070 –0.202 –0.139
p 0.234 0.395 0.249 0.849 0.667 0.212 0.393

MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; HAMD: Hamilton Depression Scale; HAMA: Hamilton Anxiety Scale;
other abbreviations as in Table 4.
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However, a prospective study would be needed to elucidate
the advantages and disadvantages of longterm immunosup-
pressive therapy. Our results also support that the protective
effect might come mainly from the immunosuppressors,
rather than solely from corticosteroids.

The WM volume loss may originate from the WM atro-
phy previously described in SLE8,43,44. However, the exact
mechanism of WM atrophy in SLE remains unclear. The
WM hyperintensity in SLE, revealed through longitudinal
research, may become progressive over time in patients with
severe SLE45 and may be caused by the neurotoxic effect of
the chronic disease. Possible explanations for the atrophy
include the following. (1) Neurodegenerative changes due
to axonal damage that is primary or secondary to the vascu-
lopathy in SLE. The thalamus and basal ganglia are supplied
by terminals of the cerebral artery. Because of the reduced
collateral circulation in these regions, they may be easily
affected over the time of an inflammatory immune response.
(2) Some antibodies, such as aPL45, are reportedly related to
nervous system damage, such as that in NPSLE46. (3)
Activation of a cytokine network has been observed in SLE
patients with CNS complications, independent of the patho-
logical process, and suggests a neurotoxic effect of
cytokines in SLE47. (4) Damage of the brain endothelium
causes damage to the blood-brain barrier, which normally
restricts entry of plasma constituents, including proteins48.
(5) Demyelination originates from decreased levels of
serum brain-derived neurotrophic factor in patients49.

The role of antibodies in the pathophysiology of SLE has
been vigorously discussed. aPL was focused on for a long
time in SLE50 and was reported to be associated with neu-
ropsychiatric manifestations51 and brain abnormalities52. As
phospholipids are the main constituent of WM, we focused
especially on aPL. However, we failed to identify the pre-
cise association between aPL and WM volume. Considering
the relatively small sample of aPL-positive patients in our
study, it will be valuable to examine the relationship of WM
deficit and aPL in larger samples in the future. However, our
results did not exclude the potential role of other antibodies
in damaging the CNS. Other antibodies, such as antineu-
ronal53,54 and anti-NR2 antibodies55, have been reportedly
related to the CNS manifestations in SLE. Yet negative
results have also been reported56,57. Precise and prospective
cohort studies of the association between these antibodies
and brain damage, including both gray matter and white
matter, would be necessary.

MRI is considered a useful tool in evaluating involve-
ment of the CNS in SLE19,58. Our study has provided evi-
dence for white-matter atrophy in SLE, even preceding the
emergence of a clear neurological manifestation. These
findings support the value of high-resolution quantitative
MRI for detection of subtle structural abnormalities and the
effect of treatment in SLE patients with apparently normal
MRI findings. Our results also account for brain involve-

ment as a primary deficit in SLE and suggest the neuropro-
tective effect of immunosuppressive therapy in attenuating
white-matter atrophy. Therefore, early immunosuppressive
therapy may be important for preventing progressive white-
matter atrophy.
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